
Dummy Concrete Torpedoes 

By Douglas Gordon 

Type 1 – Vibrated Concrete 

There are 2 types of concrete dummy torpedoes, spun and vibrated, and the one on display at Tarbat Discovery 

Centre which was retrieved from HMS Owl or ‘Fearn Drome’, is an 18 inch Reinforced Concrete Dummy Torpedo 

Type 1 (Vibrated). 

Being the vibrated in manufacture gets all the air pockets out of concrete mix which makes it stronger, especially 

around the steel reinforcing bars. 

The vibrated torpedo was made in one piece so it was far stronger which is why it has survived. 

The Torpedo had to weigh the same as a real torpedo 740 kg (1,630 lbs)  

The torpedo was hollow with 30 mm thick walls and 13 mm (1/2 inch) diameter rods through it. 

 

The wires were 75 mm (3 inches) apart and wire rods were 13 mm (1/2 inch) diameter 

 

And the rods going round torpedo were 470 mm apart 

 



 

The rods going round the torpedo were 470mm (8.5 inches) apart 

 

Photo showing inside torpedo from the rear towards the solid core insert which would be pushed in from rear till 

somewhere in the middle to get the right balance, then a 150 mm (6 inches) wide steel band was slid on from 

outside for attaching to aeroplane winch release cable 



If this steel band was fitted without solid core inside it would crack so it needed this solid core to strengthen it to 

save cracking, the solid core once in position had a rod going right through it and walls of torpedo to keep it in 

place and the band covered this steel rod 

 

150 mm (6 inches) steel band round outside of torpedo for attaching to release catch on aircraft 

 

Solid centre core which was pushed inside once torpedo was made and held in position with rod 

 

The Torpedo was 194 inches long or 16.166 feet or 4.925 metres long by 18 inches (460 mm) diameter 



The nose of Torpedo had a ring for retrieving it off Nigg bay where it was dropped when tide was in and when tide 

went out horses from Bayfield Farm would go out and hook on to ring in nose so it could be dragged to shore line 

where it would be lifted on to trailer and returned to HMS Owl so it could be used again 

 

 

 

Inside the torpedo there was a hole in the nose so they could fit ring on nose and this is how we knew our 

torpedo was the Type 1 (Vibrated) from the dummy torpedo manual where the spun Torpedo had no hole in 

nose. We have not found where they were made yet. 



Type Two – Spun Concrete 

 

The other type of concrete torpedo is 18” Reinforced concrete Dummy Torpedo Type 1 (Spun) and they did not 

last as long as the nose with ring was joined after it was made. There was a lot of concrete with rings lying around 

Fearn drome at one time and people thought they were tie down weights for aircraft, but they were actually the 

nose of spun concrete torpedoes. The ring was set in concrete nose when it was made so it had no hole on the 

inside. Locals found they were very handy for anchoring boats with ring! 

Below is information on spun concrete from Colin Nessfield, Technical and Product Association Manager of British 

Precast Concrete. 

Initial review of the info suggests that the torpedoes were made at a precast concrete pipe plant, being one of 

very few places that concrete could be ‘spun’ at that time. This was a method that could be used to produce 

pipes, round inspection chambers, small air raid shelters etc and involved spinning the mould, on its side, and the 

concrete would stick to the sides of the moulds using centrifugal/centripetal force. For large units, this was a very 

scary and dangerous process to work on. 

Partial references can be found part way down the story at: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norcon_pillbox  

Air raid shelter with similar production process for the round section: 

 

An abandoned Stanton shelter at the disused airfield, (These are just like the ones at Tain Drome you can see 

them from main road) 

This is a segment shelter manufactured by the Stanton Ironworks, Ilkeston, Derbyshire. The shop producing spun-

concrete lighting columns ceased production and turned over to concrete air-raid shelters, of which 100,000 tons 

were manufactured, principally for the air ministry. 

Reinforced concrete proved an ideal material for air-raid shelters, being strong and resistant to shock with no 

deterioration with the passing of time. This type of segment shelter was of simple design and of low cost -- any 

length of shelter could be built up from the pre-cast steel reinforced concrete segments. The segments were 20 

inches wide; a pair of them formed an arch 7 feet high and transverse struts were provided to ensure rigidity. 

These fitted into longitudinal bearers which were grooved to receive the foot of each segment. Each pair of 

segments was bolted together at the apex of the arch and each segment was also bolted to its neighbour, the 

joints being sealed with a bituminous compound. The convenient handling of these segments enabled them to be 

transported onto sites where close access by motor lorry was not possible. Partly buried in the ground, with a 

suitably screened entrance, this bolted shelter afforded safe protection against blast and splinters. 

If you know of anyone who served at HMS Owl during WW2 or have any further information please let us know. 

 



This photo outside the Torpedo shed which is still standing at Fearn Drome shows real live torpedoes but with no 

explosive warhead called Runners. They were used after practising with concrete Torpedoes before the plane 

crews were sent on to real war operations against the enemy.  

 

 

Torpedoes outside torpedo shed with group photo 

Information from Peter Kirk 

I think that might be a blowing head type. I can't recall seeing one in a photo so that is good. I also can't recall 

how the blowing occurred, whether it was timed or only when the fuel ran out or the engine stopped. The ring 

was probably to attach a line to winch it out of the water. I don't know what the Navy used but the RAF 60ft 

Pinnace had a jib and special stowage for recovered torpedoes.  

 The torpedoes in the photo would have been runners and the blowing head would be attached instead of a 

proper warhead. Although these were not live I don't recall them being referred to as dummies, just runners. 

The practice these were used for was called ART (Aerial runner torpedo) the other types of practice was ALT and 

ADT, the D is for dummy and the L is for light as in no torpedo, just a film recorded attack. As far as I know there 

was no LIVE practice as unlike bombs an ART could clearly be seen as a hit or a miss as it ran under the target ship, 

usually a shallow draft ex ferry or ancient destroyer (USN WW1 vintage). 

 


